
Revelation Sunday plans 

In Revelation we’ve been looking at Generosity, community and sharing, today we’re thinking about how change can 

transform us and those around us. 

Here are a few activities that you can do together as you think about change.  

 

The Kittens of Change                         

‘Despicable Me’ follows the story of Gru a supervillain determined to be the top supervillain. But in an attempt to 

use 3 orphan girls to help steal a shrink ray, his life takes some unexpected turns. In this clip Gru sits down to tell the 

3 girls a story about 3 kittens and how they influence someone else to change: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z4DDrBjEBHE 

Question:  

Do you think it’s hard for people to change? Why? 

 

Transformed                      

2 Corinthians 5v17  says this: “Anyone who belongs to Christ is a new person. The past is forgotten, and everything is 

new”.  

We believe that getting to know Jesus changes our lives! 

Here are a few examples of things that have been transformed into something positive: 

-The Tree of Life- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_of_Life_(Kester) 

-Dakine packs and bags- https://www.dakine.com/?clr=BND 

-Oxfam’s range of recycled products- https://www.oxfam.org.uk/shop/search-results?q=recycled;show_all=products 

Things to think about: 

We should all try our best to look after the environment, is there anything you could reuse or recycle that would 

otherwise get thrown away? If you can, share the example with Jared@hthmacc.com he’d love to see what you 

come up with! 

How does being a Christian change your life? I am Second is a YouTube channel where people tell the stories of how 

God has changed their lives, you could pick one to listen to here: https://www.youtube.com/user/iamsecondHQ 

 

Time to reflect          

Is there anything that you think you should change in your life?  

You could take a few moments now to ask God to help you or to thank him for a good change that you’ve already 

seen! 

If you wanted to listen to some music while you do this, check out this song by John Mark McMillan- Everything New 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RImVU3OnTec 
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